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www.solidstatelogic.com

Big console power in a compact,
simple and affordable package.

 Integrated 'Production Assistants' like Dialogue Automix and 5.1 Upmix
 Renowned SSL reliability and support
 Premium audio quality, ready for 5.1 production
 Simple to install with flexible I/O options
 Easy to operate for users of all skills levels

Take the video tour at:

www.soliustaielogic.com/Cio

Get in touch

East Coast -

Steve Zaretsky I T: 1 (212) 315 -1111 ext. 15 I stevez@solidstatelogic.com
West Coast -

George Horton I T: 1 (213) 249-9229 ext. 15 I georgeh@solidstatelogic.com
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Avid

make the Most of Your media with Integrated News Workflow
Your med a is your lifeblooc. From it flows the two most

essential elements of your business: creativity and profit.

Whether you're creating a conpl3te news package on your laptop,

breaking a story frcm your mojile device, or putting the rundown

together ii the newsroom, Avid- provides a seamless news workflow

with a new generation of tools fo- the creation and distribution of

news that let you:

 Create better cor tent faster

 Work more efficiently and collaboratively

 Make your enterprise more profitable

=ird out how. Visit www.avid.com/rnmm/integratednews

(t) 2011 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights rese-ved Product features, specifications, system requirements, and availability are subject to change witiout
notice. Avid, and the Avid logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. in the US. and other countries. All oiler tradema-ks
contained herein are the property of their res.peczive owners.
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Cly the free mobile app at

http://gettag.mobi
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Coverage you can depend on

Even after four days and miles of walking, it's impossible to see everything on the NAB exhibit
floor.There isn't enough time to see it all.

Readers tell us that their top reason to attend the NAB Show is to research products for
possible purchase. But as the show grows ever larger, it becomes even more difficult to find
what you're looking for. And, if you can't attend the exhibition, it's even harder to discover the
new ideas and solutions that were introduced at the show.

To help you unearth the technology gems from the more than 1500 exhibitors in the
3.2 million sq-ft exhibit hall, Broadcast Engineering brings our team of editors and consultants
to cover the event. Combined, these experts travel to all the booths and see all the products so
you don't have to. We then pool our knowledge in this special Broadcast Engineering product
guide. It's full of new products and services you may have missed or simply need more
information about.

So, read on, because whether or not you attended the 2011 NAB Show, hundreds of new
discoveries are just pages away.

Brad Dick, editorial director
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3Iackmagicdesign 

Introducing UltraStudio Pro, the world's first
broadcast quality editing for USB 3.0 computers!

UltraStudio Pro is the world's first professional video solution for USB
3.0 computers! Only UltraStudio Pro has state of the art broadcast
technology miniaturized into an attractive ultra -thin design with a
massive number of video and audio connections, hardware up, down

anc cross conversior, full 10 bit SD/HD video quality, internal SD keying

and more! Get broadcast quality capture from any video device with
amazing cinema style monitoring with full real time effects!

Connect to Anything

UltraStudio Pro includes 3 Gb/s SDI, HDMI,
and analog component which are all SD/HD

switchable, plus composite, s -video, 2 ch AES/EBU with samole rate
converters, 4 ch balanced XLR analog audio, down converted SD -SDI
out. genlock/tri-sync and deck control. That's perfect for HDCAM SR,
HD -D5, Betacam SP, Digital Betacam and more!

Z1111Incredible Quality with USB 3.0

UltraStudio Pro takes advantage of the new

14 SuperSpeed" USB 3.0 to allow highest quality 10 bit
HD video capture and playback! SuperSpeed USB 3.0

is 10 times faster than regular USB. That's a blistering 4.8 Gb/s, which
eas ly handles the highest quality 10 bit uncompressed 1080HD video
with maximum real time effects.

Powerful Image Processor

UltraStudio Pro includes a fast video processor

for incredible 10 bit quality hardware up, down
and cross conversion! Now you can edit once

and deploy in SD, 720HD or 1080HD! Select letterbox, anamorphic
16:9 and pillar -box 4:3 video. When working in HD you can even
monitor in SD and HD at the same time!

Use the Software You Love!

Work with the software you love to use! UltraStudio Pro
supports multilayer real time effects in Premiere Prd".

You get Photoshop- plug -ins to grab and output
frames, plus real time playback in After Effects-, Fusion- and Nuke".
We also include our Media Express software for frame accurate
capture and playback of DPX, uncompressed YUV and MJPEG files.

UltraStudio Pro

$895
Windows Version

Learn more today at www.blackmagic-design.com
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REFERENCE RECORDER
360 Systems
MAXX-2020HD
Reference recorder provides lossless recording and
playback of many HD video formats, including
paired channels for 3-D; accepts images in any col-
or space with 8, 10 or 12 bits; doesn't compress the
image; two channels can be used for independent
HD -SDI streams, as a 3-D pair or as a single 3G
channel, and two recorders can be synchronized
for dual -3G operation; features HDMI monitor
outputs, 16 channels of 24 -bit audio, slow motion,
nine -pin control, LTC time code, file trimming
and playlisting.

818-991-0360: www. 360systems_com.

VIDEO SYSTEM
Thomson Video
Networks VIBE VS7000

Fully -integrated IP video solution for convergent
applications such as Web TV and OTT services
delivery, traditional IPTV and IP/cable delivery;
combines all major audio/video codecs, the latest
adaptive streaming formats, and a resilient IT plat-
form for native redundancy and scalability.

+33 2 99 27 30 30
www. thomson-networks.com

FIELD RECORDER/
MONITOR/PLAYBACK
Atomos Ninja

Portable touchscreen professional 10 -bit HD re-
corder, monitor and playback device captures vid-
eo and audio direct from any camera with a clean
HDMI output; encodes in real-time to the visually
lossless Apple ProRes format, onto low-cost, re-
movable 2.5in hard disks in Apple ProRes; battery -
looping technology means that users never have to
interrupt a Ninja recording to swap power cells;
rugged aluminum body.

+61 3 92520605; www.atomos.com

3-D CAMCORDER
Panasonic AG-3DP1

3-D twin-lens P2 HD shoulder -mount camcorder
with 10 -bit, 4:2:2 independent -frame, full 1920 x
1080 resolution; provides AVC-Intra recording;
includes two 1/3in, full -HD 2.2 megapixel 3-MOS
3 -chip imagers with enhanced sensitivity and a 20 -
bit DSP; in AVC-Intra 100/50, it records in 1080 at
59.94i, 29.97pN, 23.98pN, 50i and 25pN, and in
720p at 59.94p, 50p, 29,97pN, 23.98pN and 25pN
plus variable frame rate recording.

877-803-8492
www.panasonic.rnm/h it ci n es c-solutionc

AUDIO LOUDNESS
Eyeheight
KARMAudioAS
Plug-in for Avid Media Composer and Pro Tools
that performs offline scaling of an entire program
file to match audio loudness to a target LKFS lev-
el; performs 8X oversampling true -peak analysis;
corrects for true -peak overshoots.

+44 208 255 2015: www.eyeheight.com

PLAYOUT SYSTEM
Pixel Power
ChannelMaster
Integrates storage, graphics, DVE, subtitling, mas-
ter control, live feed and long -form video playout
within a single dedicated hardware platform; fea-
tures Clarity graphics engine, providing sophis-
ticated levels of branding and promo graphics
capability.

818-276-4515: www.pixelpowercorn

CONTENT STORAGE
MANAGEMENT
Front Porch Digital
DIVArchive 7.0
Interfaces via 1/10G Ethernet and 4/8G Fibre
Channel networks to connect diverse media infra-
structures with NAS, SAN and data tape storage
systems; supports complex DPX packages with as
many as 1 million individual files per DIVArchive
object, frame and path -based partial -restore op-
erations; also supports desktop browsing of DCP
and IMF -formatted files; implements the compa-
ny's Archive eXchange Format technology, which
is designed to protect, preserve and facilitate the
exchange of content among storage systems.

303-440-7930: www.fpdigitaLcom.

BATTERY ADAPTER
Anton/Bauer QR-DSLR
Designed for Canon EOS 7D, EOS 5D -Mark II and
EOS 60D HDSLR cameras; provides 7.2V power
to the camera via the Canon DR -E6 coupler and
14.4V power via the PowerTap for accessories, on-
board monitors and external hard drives; counter
balanced; mounts to most third -party support
rigs; Logic Series battery's LCD indicates remain-
ing run-time for all items being powered.

203-929-1100: www.antonbauer COM

MULTICHANNEL
PLAYOUT
Evertz OvertureRT
LIVE

Cost-effective, multichannel H.264/MPEG-2 vid-
eo playout server with integrated master control;
supports dynamic channel branding, captioning
and subtitling; has a multiport internal video serv-
er supporting a wide range of file formats; seam-
lessly plays out a mixture of SD and HD content
with still graphics, multilayer advanced graphics
and character generation.

905- 335- 3700: www.evertz.cont

COFDM RECEIVE
SYSTEM
IMT Nucomm 12 -Way
Passive Tracker Receive
System

Autonomous COFDM central receive system is
designed to simplify mobile -to -fixed and mobile -

to -mobile signal acquisition; consists of an array
of antennas, adaptive digital signal processing and
maximum ratio combining techniques; requires
users to simply set the operating frequency to work
the system; the passive tracker analyzes the RF
landscape and identifies and eliminates unwanted
signals before they can impair reception, allowing
for spatial separation and frequency reuse.

908-852-3700: www.imt-hroadcast.com
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CONVERT
wvvw.aja.com

Convert with AJA.
Mini -Converter and Rackmount products that make professional workflows work.

FS2.. One box that does it all.
FS2 Dual -channel Universal Video/Audio Frame Synchronizer and Format Converter

With support of all broadcast video
formats, FS2 makes matching up disparate
video and audio systems simple. Featuring
a flexible,"anything-in, anything -out"
architecture, the dual -channel FS2 can be

used as two separate Frame
Syncronizers/Format Converters, or the two
channels can be combined in many
powerful ways - for example 3D video or
sidebar keying where both the video and
background graphics can be upconverted and combined.

FS2 features comprehensive analog and digital I/O, with
full input and output mapping allowing any I/O port to
be assigned to either processing channel.

FS2 can also be expandec with Dolby E Encoder, Decoder

and Fiber I/O options.

FiDO. Compact Fiber.
SDI/Optical Fiber Converters

With a compact
design ideal for racks,

trucks and crowded
facilities, FiDO allows

the transport of SDI,
HD -SDI, and 3G SDI

over distances up tc 10km using standard single -
mode Fiber optic cable with your choice of LC, ST,
or SC connectors. V.Ath 9 models to choose from,

FiDO offers unmatched flexib. ncy.

Finc

4 ':;r

out a

FiDO-2T

 Two independent channels with full I/O mapping

 Dual Up/Down/Cross corverters supporting 3G/HD/SD

 General purpose video frame synchronization

 Analog -to -Digital and Digital -to -Analog audio/video conve-sion

 Mux or Demux two separate HD signals from one 3G SDI signal

 Convert 3G/HD/SD video over fiber to/from SDI (BNC)

 Use the built-in video processing amplifiers to adjust and/o- color correct

NEW

DUAL SlYTID,10 So
OPTICAL FIBER

-411111.11111W

Hi5-Fiber. Fiber HD/SD-SDI to
HDMI Video and Audio Converter

1111111111F

Des gned for driving HDMI
monitors from a single cable
connection, Hi5-Fiber
converts HD/SD-SDI audio

and video over single -mode
1310 nm Fiber optic cable
(ST -style Fiber connector) to

HDMI. Two channel RCA

audio outputs for separate audio
monitoring are also available.

gout our latest Convert proc

Because it matters.

HDMI.
NEW

Nor

MODEL HiFFISER

Rio HD SDI-'
10 HOW

ucts at www.aja.com

Rip
AUDID

VIDEO SYSTEMS
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VIDEO SWITCHER
INTERFACE
FOR -A HVS-350HS

Interface enables the HVS-350HS HD/SD digital
video switcher to control the Abekas Mira pro-
duction server; users can review a list of clips, set
in/out points and control clip playback from up
to four independent video channels through the
switcher's HVS-350U control panel or HVS-35-
GUI remote -control software.

714-894- 3311: www.for-a.cont

STORAGE
MANAGEMENT
Quantum Extended
Data Life Management
(EDLM)
Automates the integrity checking of tapes that re-
side in the Scalar i6000, improving resiliency and
helping to protect archived content; integrates
with StorNext archiving software to automatically
migrate content from a suspect tape based on the
results of an EDLM scan; enables policies to be
set that automate the entire scanning process of
data archived on Scalar i6000 libraries; operates
concurrently in the background; works with LTO-
2/3/4/5 tapes of all brands.

949-856-7800: www.quantum_com

LOUDNESS ANALYZER
RTW DigitalMonitor
10500X -PLUS

Features an integrated loudness measurement as
per the recent ITU BS.1771 loudness standard for
stereo signals; measurements can be selected as an
alternative to peak -meter bar graphs; presets en-
able users to switch between the two modes at any
time; selection of the new mode activates an ITU-
compliant scale for the loudness display calibrated
in loudness units or LKFS from -21 to 9.

+49221 709 130: www.rtw.de

OMNIDIRECTIONAL
CONDENSER MIC
Audio-Technica BP893

Features ergonomically molded earpiece and un-
obtrusive 1 in boom, frequency response of 20Hz
to 20,000Hz, maximum input sound level of
114dB SPL and signal-to-noise ratio of 68dB; of-
fers pickup tailored for clear vocal reproduction;
includes 55in attached miniature cable, which free
end connects to the provided AT8539 power mod
ule via a locking four -pin connector; output of
the power module is a three -pin XLRM-type con-
nector; requires 11V to 52V phantom power for
operation.

330-686-2600: www.audio-technica.cont

IP VIDEO DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM
Haivision Furnace 6.0

Provides the ability to record, distribute and play
back multiple, synchronized HD H.264 media
streams; features enhanced workflow and re-
vamped InStream client/server player technology,
which offers multistream support in a highly cus-
tomizable player interface; simplifies the applica-
tion of real-time metadata and automatic publish
ing of multistream content to authorized users;
can be extended to capture more than two media
streams.

514- 3 34-5445: www.haivision.cont

TELEPROMPTER
Autocue Starter
Series Lite
Offers entry-level prompting for DV cameras,
DSLR cameras and camcorders; includes an iPad,
10in and 17in model; iPad Lite enables users to
transform their iPad into a portable teleprompter
by using a secure, custom mounting plate posi-
tioned beneath broadcast -quality prompter glass;
ideal for users working with smaller cameras in
simple setups with limited budgets.

212-929-7755: www.autocue.cont

REMOTE PLAYOUT
SYSTEM
PlayBox Technology
Remote Playout
Provides a tapeless, file -based operation that has
two parts: one integrated with the broadcast cen-
ter and the other at the remote site; at the broad-
cast center, it is fully integrated into the current or
preferred systems, including traffic, storage, MAM,
ingest, transcoding and file transfer systems; con-
nects to the remote site's playout equipment via
the public Internet.

404-424-9283: www.playbox tv

HD WIRELESS CAMERA
TRANSMITTER
VISLINK News and
Entertainment LINK
XP1310

Offers a cost-effective, Web browser -controlled,
rapidly deployable wireless camera solution; in-
cludes HD -SDI, ASI, IP and composite video in-
puts as well as dual -input SD encoding; can trans-
mit up to 200mW output, is field-upgradeable and
is available in 2GHz and 7GHz variants; includes
LMS-T technology, which ensures signal integrity
and data rates with a greater range and no com-
promise in performance.

978-671-5700: www.vislink.com

TALLY LIGHT
Brick House Video
TallyHo!

Wireless system offers camera operators remote
on -air indication in the field; comprised of a base
station with direct interface to the local vision
mixer and a set of hot -shoe -mounted receiver
modules.

+44 1962 777733: www brickhousevideo rom
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TV CAN BE
A LOT OF THINGS.

PAINFUL SHOULDN'T BE ONE OF THEM.

11***1   4' 4*IF.1

Recipient of the
62nd Annual NATAS Technology

and Engineering Emmy( Award.
*Pr 11Ib-
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AERO.air ' - now in 2RU

www.LlnearAcoustic.com

When loudness attacks, i='s never prety. We've peen solving DTV audio

problems since before loudness complaints existed. From production

to transmission, our products are built for one purpose - digital audio

perfection. Find it in the AERO.air " when ycu visit our website. Unless

you work for the Obnoxious Channel, in which case, please continue to

ignore this message.

1.1 LINEAR ACOUSTIC
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WORKFLOW TOOLS VIDEO I/O MODULE
Avid Interplay Harmonic Omneon
Production 2.4 MediaPort 7100
Increases WAN workflow speed and interoper
ability; boosts system efficiency with support for
third -party media transcode and transport appli-
cations; enhancements include support for high-
speed transfers; has a scheduled delete function;
provides direct streaming speeds of proxy -based
workflows by streaming native low-res H.264 files
through the Interplay Access media tool.

978-640-6789: www.avid.rorn

3-D MULTIVIEWER
Axon Digital Design
SynView
Synapse -powered SynView multiview product line
has been enhanced with 3-D multiviewing; set-up
of the 3-D multiviewer is done through Cortex; two
multiview inputs are locked to each other and dis-
played side -by -side; stereoscopic displays will then
output a 3-D image; tallies, borders and UMD in-
formation also will be processed for 3-D display.

212-683-6724: wwwaxon_tv

1 MLE PRODUCTION
SWITCHER
Ross Video CrossOver
Solo
Features include 12 HD/SD inputs, internal multi -
viewer, two channels of 2D DVE, synchronization
and up/downconversion, and four internal chan-
nels of media store for instant stills, keys and me-
dia wipes; has the same features and specifications
of the CrossOver 12, but its main electronics and
signal I/O are combined with the panel as a single
unit, reducing cost and size.

613-652-4886: www.rossvideo_corn

PL -MOUNT CINE-ZOOM
LENS
Canon FK14.5-60

PL -mount lens provides wide-angle cine zoom
features while maintaining its T2.6 maximum ap-
erture over the entire focal range with the virtual
absence of focus breathing; preserves a high MTF
at wide-open apertures; exhibits well -controlled
light distribution across the image plane; greatly
curtails ghosting and veiling glare artifacts from
strong light sources.

800-321-4388: www_canonbroadca_st_com

Provides multicodec support to streamline play -

out workflows and simplify the transition to
HD; supports full SD and HD back-to-back DV
and MPEG-2 playback in any combination; pro-
vides SD upconversion, HD downconversion and
1080i/720p crossconversion on every channel;
features simultaneous SDI and HD -SDI outputs
for every channel with no reduction in channel
count.

408-542-2500: www.harmonicinc.com

MULTIVIEWER
Apantac TAHOMA-DL

1.416 ai..010
Combines monitoring multimedia and broad-
cast quality inputs on the same multi -image dis-
play processing system; handles DVI, VGA, RGB,
HDMI, Blu-ray DVD, DVD, component and S -

video, as well as broadcast -quality 3G/HD/SD-
SDI.

503-6/6-3711: wwwapantac.cont

CONVERGENCE
PLATFORM
Harris Selenio

Integrated media convergence platform ideal for
hybrid environments; combines traditional base-

band video and audio processing, video and audio
compression, and IP networking technology into
a single platform; provides intelligent, efficient
management of both IP, compressed and baseband
signals; additional features include reduced con-
trol complexity, simple deployment and increased
functionality in a smaller footprint.

800-231-9673: www.broadcastlarris conz

LCD DISPLAY
Azzurro OpticView
Multi -Touch LCD
Designed for studio and weather sets, as well as for
production rooms; available in 19in to 103in siz-
es; calibrated to SMPTE C standard; has optional
HD/SDI inputs; features a fanless design; supports
RS -232 control.

201-767-0850: wwwa77urrosicorn

HD CAMERA
Ikegami HiMotion2
Super Slow-Mo
A cooperative development with NAC Image
Technology; designed to meet specialized HD su-
per slow-motion production applications; features
a three-CMOS sensor camera head with built-in
memory, delivering greater than 10X speed for
super -slow-motion playback of HD sports action;
dual format 1080i/720p camera offers parallel live
and replay feeds for use as both a traditional por-
table/field HD camera and Super Slow-Mo camera
that can work side -by -side with other Ikegami HD
cameras on sports trucks.

201- 368-9171: www_ikegarnicom

TRANSPORT STREAM
GATEWAY
T-VIPS TVG425

111 I I I NE I 11 11111
04 410

Designed for real-time contribution and distribu-
tion of video over IP networks; provides trans-
parent handling of MPEG transport streams over
ASI, IP/Ethernet and SONET/SDH; features input
signal monitoring, flexible output diversity, dual
network interfaces, input switching between re-
dundant sources and bidirectional operation.

973-376-8282: www.t-vips.corn

MONITORS
TVLogic TDM-243W
TDM-473W

I

TDM-243W (24in) and TDM-473W (47in)
2 -D/3 -D LCD broadcast monitors feature mi-
cropolarizing filters attached to the LCD panels in
concert with polarizing 3-D glasses for seamless
2-D or 3-D viewing of one or multiple monitors;
full 12 -bit processing delivers smooth greyscale
and color transitions; accepts multiple 3-D signal
formats (3G, dual -link L/R, field sequential and
side -by -side HD -SDI); built-in 3-D look -up table
with preset or user -definable (via imported 3-D
LUTs) color spaces allows for highly accurate color
visualization in 2-D or 3-D modes.

818-567-4900: www.tvlogicusa.corn

PEAQ MEASUREMENT
Video Clarity
ClearView family of A/V analyzers now features
PEAQ audio objective perceptual quality measure-
ment; ITU-R PEAQ model performs an objective
measurement of perceived quality of wideband
(up to 20kHz) audio signals using a computerized
model of the human ear; processes the two audio
signals to be compared and calculates a quality
score similar to the mean opinion score that would
be obtained from a formal subjective test.

408-379-6952: www videoclarity conz
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thinklogical image
Evolut on

Compact, broadcast quality, SDI over fiber extension systems
High performance non -blocking modular routers for complete, end -to -end routing of video and peripherals

Digital audio routing and extension
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Providing Total System Solutions
 Control Rooms  Edit Suites  Studios  Live Broadcast

UNLEASH THE BENEFITS
 Thinklogical's cutting edge technology eliminates pathological problems with standard SFPs

 Revolutionary router I/O card design functions as both an input and output card

 RS -422 ports for remote camera control

 The only fully redundant system architecture in the marketplace today

 Systems can accommodate both copper and fiber interfaces

 SMPTE Converter/Scaler - conversion from 3D to 2D, supports closed captioning and time code

Unrivalled Features, Unequalled Cost Performance
At Thinklogical, our business is built around knowledge - knowledge of your environments, knowledge of
your systems... knowledge of your applications... knowledge of your industry. Our trained experts specialize
in presenting solutions that save our customers time, money and improve their productivity and profitability.

thinklogical` www.thinklogical.com 800-291-3211
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NewTek TriCasterTM 850 EXTREME is like having an HD live truck that fits in your rack or on your

desk. In live productior. there's no time to second guess. We get it, that's why we buid TriCaster.

 Affordable 24-c-Einne . native HD system (up to 1080p) that broadcasts, streams, projects and records

Record up -o apt channels of video, simultaneously, with NewTek IsoCorderTM technology

Go wireless with Apple® AirPlay0 to deliver video and audio from Pad®, iPodO, or iPhone®

Eight external sairces with the ability to mix and match formats

 Eight vilualimix channels for layered switcher effects

 18 HD, live ate' sets provide a network -style setting in a small space

Add the fiCaste- 850 CS hardware control surface and have illuminated buttons, a premium T -bar

and three -axis joystick mapped directly to the TriCaster 850 EXTREME workspace. Now, you

cai make split-second decisions with your eyes on the show and your hands at the controls.

It's time. Take control.

NewTek
TriCaster

850 E)H1-El-FIE)

#.
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Waste, s a trackman. of NewTek Inc .-)2011 NewTek Inc AU nghts reserved
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REMOTE
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
Calrec Hydra2
Operator (H2O)

Enhances flexibility of Hydra2 network router;
allows the user to control the Hydra2 network
independently from any console control surface;
users can set up routes and configure access rights
to all desks on a given network, as well as enter
networkwide I/O boxes and port labels for easy
identification; offers the ability to arrange ports
into folders, making them quicker and easier to
locate; provides central management of network
synchronization; uses Web technologies to allow
network access from any browser; is compatible
with all major operating systems.

+44 1422 842159: www.rairec.cont

TIME CODE READER/
GENERATOR
ESE HD -488
Reads and generates Linear Time Code (LTC) and
RP -188; inserter mode provides the ability to su-
perimpose time and/or user bits onto video with
alphanumeric characters; video input and output
are accessible via rear -mounted BNC connectors;
time code input and output connectors on the rear
panel are XLR.

310-372-2136: www.ese-web.com

SSD BROADCAST
RECORDER
Blackmagic Design
HyperDeck Studio

An uncompressed, 10 -bit broadcast recorder for
solid-state disks; offers 3Gb/s SDI and HDMI
I/O; dual slots permit automatic recording onto
the next disk when one record disk fills; features
user-friendly VTR -style design with function but-
tons and a jog wheel, as well as external RS -422
control; high -resolution LCD screen displays time
code and transport information plus a full color
thumbnail.

COMPACT
WORKSTATION
HP Z210
Choice of Intel i3, i5, i7 and Xeon processors
boosts performance over previous generation by
20 percent or more for many applications;graph-
ics offerings include second -generation Intel HD
graphics or 2-D and 3-D solutions from AMD and
NVIDIA; new Intel HD graphics P3000 makes
entry 3-D professional graphics more affordable;
offers up to 16GB DDR3 ECC memory and high-
speed storage up to 2TB.

866-625-0242: www.hp.com

HD -SDI COAXIAL
CABLES
Clark Wire & Cable
CD Series

Available in four sizes ranging from 23 -gauge min-
iature to low -loss, 14 -gauge RG11 coax; delivers
electrical characteristics required for 1.5Gb/s and
3Gb/s uncompressed video transmission, meeting
or exceeding SMPTE 292M and 424M standards;
features gas -injected, precision 7552 dielectric and
4.5GHz bandwidth; achieves low return -loss char-
acteristics that minimize bit errors and jitter in the
transmission line; outer jacket is constructed from
a flexible, low-pressure PVC compound that is
easy to manage and strip with manual or automat-
ed strippers; double foil and braid shield delivers
the superior impedance -matching performance of
a bonded foil shield while still being removable.

847-949-9944: www.clarkwire.com

NEWS PRODUCTION
SUITE
Dalet Digital Media
Systems Dalet News
Factory
Applies the principle of story -centric produc-
tion, in which all departments of the newsroom
collaborate in a multimedia -oriented produc-
tion; integrates desktop scripting with video and
multimedia tools, providing a smooth, intuitive
workflow, from ingest through automated play-

out and multiplatform delivery; automates many
tasks and processes for additional efficiency; fea-
tures full media and metadata tracking; provides a
robust framework for managing assets and lever-
aging content to take advantage of new business
opportunities.

408-9.5441500: www blackmagic-design.cont 212-269-6700: www.dalet.com

FORMAT CONVERTER
Doremi Labs
Dimension -3D

I 0

Allows the conversion of any standard 3-D format
to another, including changing of the frame rate;
standard video formats are supported from high
definition to 2K; accepts both dual- and single-

stream, as well as HDMI inputs and outputs; en-
ables double -stack 3-D projection; by encoding
the left- and right -eye streams into a single HD -

SDI stream and back again, the unit becomes ideal
for recording 3-D content on standard HD tape
and server technologies.

818-562-1101: www.doremdabs.com

AUDIO CONSOLE I/O
UNIT
Solid State Logic
Alpha -Link LIVE -R
Adds a set of redundant MADI fiber-optic connec-
tions to the existing I/O unit; reduces the number
of cables required for redundant fiber system in-
stallation and doubles the amount of audio signals
that can be passed between the C10/C100 and the
B -RIO I/O unit; features MADI I/O locked to C10
HD/C100 HDS stable clock, 24 balanced analog
I/O, 12 pairs of AES digital I/O, embedded control
data to simplify cabling and operation, analog I/O
metering via 24 tricolor LEDs, 2RU enclosure, and
redundant PSUs.

212-315-1111: www.solidstatelogic.com

LOUDNESS METER
DK-Technologies
DK Meter

A compact and portable audio loudness meter;
meters stereo and 5.1 loudness based on ITU,
ATSC and EBU recommendations; features digi-
tal audio inputs, selectable reference frequencies
and reference level; offers variable gate settings;
includes BBC, DIN, Nordic, ABC, DMU and DFS,
LU, LKFS or LUFS metering scales; features a Star -
Fish Surround Sound display in the DK2 model
and vectorscope display in the DK1 model.

800-421-0888: www.dk-technologies.com
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Router Control

ENSEMBLE
DESIGNS

Source Video Server 1

Destinatic, Satellite Link
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See It.
Take It.

See It

NOM I

4:zc K i
BroalcastEogineering

2011 it -

Now you can look at your source before you do a take. The exclusive live thumbnail display in the 9430
Avenue Router panel shows you the source before you take it to air. And it does so without the need for
external monitors or a monitor bus output on the router. Video monitoring plus indicators for synchronicity
and timing, audio, closed captions and AFD give you confidence that your source is reaay to use.

Take It
It's the best of both worlds, a router and a clean switch all in one. The clean switch gives you full frame

synchronization that locks to your house reference so it can even switch cleanly between asynchronous

sources. Flawless audio sample rate conversion makes the 9430 truly Clean and Silent.

Choose Your Size. Then Choose Again. And Again.
Highly flexible matrix sizing lets you decide on your own configuration.The basic size is 8x2. Add user -

configurable input or output ports all the way up to 28x2 or 8x22 - and any sizes in between. Maybe a

10x5 or a 15x15? You choose. It's a future -proof design that lets you easily reconfigure at your convenience.

And this router supports any signal you have or will have in the future - HD, SD, 3 Gb/s, AS and 310M. Built-in

black, bars and tone save you some router real estate. Plus you get a five-year warranty and free software

updates forever.

Whether you need a bypass switcher for your master control, or if you have an off -site news bureau or radio

show, or maybe you have a mobile truck or helicopter, this -outer is one you need to see.

Call us today for your demo!

ENSE MBLE +1 (530) 478-1830
www.ensembledesigns.comDESIGNS InfoComm 2313  Broadcast Asia 4P3-01
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CONTENT
CONTRIBUTION
APPLIANCE
Digital Rapids
MediaMesh TX

An extension to the MediaMesh business -to -

business content delivery system; provides flex-
ible, easy -to -use content delivery packaging and
sending capabilities mirroring the features of the
MediaMesh RX receiving appliance; features in-
clude content and metadata management, file
conforming and transcoding, resource creation,
quality control verification, playout, print -to -tape,
and delivery to individual recipients or groups at
the network edge; features an intuitive GUI.

905-946-9666: www.digital-rapids.COM

PROJECTOR
Barco HDX-W14
Combines active three -chip DLP 3D and both
wired/wireless control options in a single unit;
features vivid imagery on any screen thanks to
WUXGA resolution and 14,000 lumens light out-
put; a built-in LCD screen enables image preview
and quick control through smartphones and tab-
let computers.

678-475-8000:tviov.harco.corn

AUTOMATIC QUALITY
CONTROL
Hamlet VidChecker
Software tool identifies issues with ideo levels
and audio loudness, and then offers automated
correction; checks new content files as they arrive;
operates directly on the file and assesses the con-
tent against the standard parameters determined
by the user through a series of templates; among
the options on each template is the ability to auto-
matically correct video and audio errors.

866-442-6538: www.hanilet.co.itk

STEREO MICROPHONE
CABLE
Belden 2222
Two -pair 26 AWG microphone cable can handle
analog or digital audio; pairs are individually
shielded and jacketed so they can be split out and
individually connectorized in XLR or miniature
connectors, or both pairs can be terminated inside
a five- or six -pin XLR.

314-854-8000: www.belden.com

5.1 MONITORING
SOLUTION
Genelec BroadcastPak

Comprises five 8030A biamplified monitors
and a 7050B active subwoofer; 8030A features
Directivity Controlled Waveguide flow -optimized
reflex port design, die-cast aluminum structure,
low -distortion drivers driven by dedicated 40W
amplifiers, magnetic shielding, overload protec-
tion circuitry and versatile room response con-
trols; 7050B extends LF response down to 25Hz;
features five main input channels, LFE channel
with 85/120Hz reproduction bandwidth selection,
single 8in driver with 70W power amplifier, 25Hz
to 85Hz frequency response and the ability to de-
liver short-term sine wave of 100dB SPL in half
space at lm.

508-652-0900: wwiv.genelecitca.corii

AUTOMATIC QUALITY
CONTROL
Hamlet VidChecker
Software tool identifies issues with video levels
and audio loudness, and then offers automated
correction; checks new content files as they arrive;
operates directly on the file and assesses the con-
tent against the standard parameters determined
by the user through a series of templates; among
the options on each template is the ability to auto-
matically correct video and audio errors.

866-442-6538: www.hamle.t rauk

IP DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM
Grass Valley
MEDIAEDGE

Multichannel, multi -location HD/SD video-over-
IP system delivers both standard -definition and
high -definition video using standard TCP/IP
networks to SD/HD display devices; allows users
to deliver content via video -on -demand (VOD),
scheduled playback and live broadcast; follows
industry standards such as the Synchronized
Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) proto-
col to manage digital signage content across hun-
dreds of displays; includes software for content
management.

503-526-8100: www.gnissvalley.com

VIRTUAL SET EDITOR
NewTek TriCaster
Virtual Set Editor
(VSE)
Allows TriCaster TCXD850 and TriCaster
TCXD300 users to customize specially designed
TriCaster VSE sets to fit their production needs;
VSE Sets produce real-time reflections and specu-
lar highlights, and provide users with a wide range
of elements that they can edit; users can also add
their own artwork to Layer Sets to create custom
virtual sets for use in VSE; once a TriCaster VSE Set
has been customized with Virtual Set Editor, users
can export it for immediate use in their TriCaster
live production.

210-370-8000: www.newtek.com

AUDIO SWITCHER
Sierra Video MADI-xx

A 128 x 128 MADI routing switcher with in-
tegral multichannel audio metering and signal
fault alarms for up to 128 channels; allows users
to monitor and interact with each audio signal
within two 64 -channel MADI feeds; designed for
live sound, theaters, radio and TV, where MADI
signals are increasingly employed, as well as for
mobile production applications.

530-478-1000: www.sierravideo.corn

ON -CAMERA MONITOR
Marshall Electronics
V-LC7OXP-HDMIPT

Allows camera operator to pass through the HDMI
video input from the monitor to another monitor
for a client, director, focus puller or crew/talent
member to view on -location; includes compos-
ite and component inputs, HDMI pass through,
DSLR ratio adjustment, adjustable backlight and
markers, HDMI auto color space and ratio de-
tect, manual gamma adjustment, image flip, and a
power switch; features a 7in screen.

310- 333-0606: www lcdreicks.corq
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Fall in love with us.

Find yourself in love with the new SDT ARK -6 Series.

Since the beginning we have been motivated to be a step ahead of the technology and solutions it our field. This is why we have been heavily investing

in Research Et Development with energy and enthusiasm. Today we are proud to present the new SDT ARK -6 Series: intelligent and versatile, with DVB-

T2, ISDB-T and ATSC/MH nat ve technology, compact with TS-MPEG or T2 -MI input over ASI or IP, both Linear and Non-linear adaptive pre -correction,

50V transistor technology, either air or liquid cooling options. Ranging from 2.5W RMS to 18kW RMS, the new SDT ARK -6 Series is a perfect solution

to today's needs, as well as an extraordinary asset for tomorrows. The SDT ARK -6 Series, it is impossible not to love.

11,10[99nsw
SCREEN SERVICE BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGIES SpA

Via G. Di Vittorio, 17 - 25125 Brescia (Italy)
T +39.030.57831  www.screen.it  info@screen.it
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CONTENT
DISTRIBUTION
MANAGEMENT
Signiant Content
Distribution
Management 9.0
New version includes Media Gateway module,
which streamlines the transfer and sharing of large
files between individuals and organizations; Re-
source Management module adds new capabilities
for queuing delivery of assets and managing net-
work bandwidth; expands integration with direc-
tory systems using enterprise -level authentication
servers, resulting in enhanced security and allow-
ing Signiant to be used by up to tens of thousands
of employees within an organization.

781-221-4000: www.signiant.catn

DVB-S2 MODULATOR
Sencore SMD 989

Packaged in a two -channel 1RU chassis; modulates
two independent DVB-S2 FR transmissions; capa-
ble of VCM multistream satellite video delivery as
well as advanced modulation such as 16APSK and
32APSK, minimizing overall transponder usage
and reducing operating expenses; comes standard
with ASI and IP inputs.

605-978-4600: www.sencore.rom

HANDHELD CAMERA
SUPPORT
Sachtler artemis
Designed to work with low -payload HDSLRs; car-
ried in one hand, the system enables the operator
to control the camera with the other; bow seg-
ments are machined out of one piece for stability,
torsional strength and to prevent vibration dur-
ing shooting; system's balance weights are fixed to
an adjustable mount, which can be quickly fitted
without tools; supports up to 6.61bs.

845-268-0100: www.sachtler.com

DISTORTION ANALYSIS
SOFTWARE
Rohde & Schwarz
R&S FS-K130PC
Allows users to characterize and linearize ampli-
fiers; compensates for memory effects exhibited
by many of today's amplifiers; test setup consists
of a spectrum analyzer, a signal generator and a
PC; measures the amplifier's characteristics and
calculates the correction required to attain a linear
output signal.

410-910-7800: www.rohde-schwarz.carn

HEADEND PLAYOUT
SYSTEM
Miranda iControl
Headend

Highly -automated headend and edge monitoring
system for pay -TV operators; is based on three
key new products - the iControl Headend, the
Kaleido-IP multiviewer, and the EdgeVision probe
and streaming encoder; provides advanced, end-
to -end video signal path and QoE monitoring; op-
erates with MPEG-2 and H.264 (HD/SD); accepts
up to 64 SD programs or 24 HD programs.

514-333-1772: www.miranda.cnni

3-D TOOKIT
Teranex VC1-3DTK
3-D software application runs on the company's
dual -channel VC100s; can flip the right or left eye
horizontally and vertically, adjust for Inter -Axial
Distance with separate horizontal and vertical
adjustments, change the axial and toe -in rotation
angles, and zoom or crop and adjust all video pa-
rameters to accurately match right- and left -eye
camera streams; includes all the features of the
VC1-3D-SYNC with +/-1 frame synchronizing
capability, frame rate conversion and the ability to
reference R/L eye signals to an external source or
to the left -eye signal.

407-8S8-6000: www.teranex.COM

AUDIO CONSOLE
Wheatstone
Dimension One

Mixing console supports 1024 channels of digital
signal processing; has 72 faders, all 5.1 -enabled;
motorized faders with layered surface enable each
fader to control two sources, each of which can
be mono, stereo or full 5.1; faders can be paged
together or separately; accepts up to 3072 audio
inputs.

252-638-7000: www.wheatstone.cont

BROADCAST
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
Myers Information
Systems ProTrack TV

Integrates seamlessly with existing infrastructures
such as automation, archive, accounting, PSIP and
Web distribution platforms to optimize workflow
efficiency and preserve current investments; cross -
platform sales environment enables for unified
contracts, invoices and affidavits across the entire
range of station media offerings; provides accurate
forecasting, availability monitoring, sophisticated
spot placement and a full array of yield manage-
ment reporting.

413-585-9820: www.myersinfosys.cont

MASK FILTER
Jampro Antennas
RCEC Mask Filter

Designed to provide superior mask filter perfor-
mance at an affordable price and an output pow-
er of 5kW; cross coupling creates steep rejection
skirts; high -Q cavities provide low pass -band in-
sertion loss in a compact, 8in design.

916-383-1177: www.jampro.conl

STUDIO FURNITURE
Middle Atlantic
Products ViewPoint
series
Modular design allows economical additions and
limitless configuration choices; consoles are op-
timized for flexible flat -screen arrangements and
ergonomically designed with the user in mind;
fully welded bays provide a heavy-duty structure
that can be assembled quickly; available with an
18in deep work surface or 34in desktop; variety of
standard finishes available.

800-266-7225: www.middleatlantic.cont
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Innovat on in the
Multi -Screen World

Today's broadcast and media facilities require smart, adaptable, and straightforward solutions as they transition to
digital, HDTV and 3Gbps operations and as they seek to deliver content to different platforms. With this in mind,
Snell showcased a variety of products at NAB 2011 that offer greater automation capabilities and more flexible
media handling than ever before.

IQ

=

Channel in a Box
Integrated Playout Solutions

These IT -based playout systems are the most
fully featured products of their kind, providing
complete playout solutions that are simple to
install, with extremely low deployment costs.

Designed for television news, sports, and multi -
language playout, Snell's channel in a box
solutions enable regional media and broadcast
companies tc bring new channels to air more
quickly than ever before.

Centra
Control & Monitoring

Centra offers a new and radically different approach
to the modern control and monitoring challenge.
The wealth of information it provides about an
entire operating infrastructure, and the intelligent,
intuitive way that it moulds itself to any operating
workflow sets it apart from all other systems available
today.

IQ
Modular Infrastructure

The latest IQ frame offers increased processing
density, distributed reference and advanced control
and monitoring capabilities. With RollCall control
and monitoring fitted as standard and full SNMP
functionality over Ethernet, it interfaces seamlessly
with both Snell and third party control and
monitoring systems. It supports the growing
range of IQ modules including the latest 3G
fiber solutions and the new range of conversion,
synchronization and advanced audio processing
modules.

Kahuna 360
Live Production

Kahuna 360 breaks the tradition of fixed M/Es, fixed
resources and fixed formats, and supports many
simultaneous productions that would normally
require mLltiple switchers. Powered by Snell
innovatior, Kahuna 360 has an unmatched feature
set and oFers a completely scalable path to all
functional ty and format requirements. With up to 6
full Mix Effec-_s with 7 Keyers per M/E, Kahuna 360 is
the ultimate production switcher. and as part of
the popular Kahuna family it takes advantage of the
array of control surfaces that Technical Directors are
immediately comfortable on.

As part of the popular
Kahuna family, Kahuna 360
takes advantage of the
wide range of control surfaces
that Technical Directors are
immediately comfortable on.

Sirius 800 Series
Routing Switchers

The Sirius 800 Series of routing switchers
features high-performance modules for flexible
routing of SD, HD, ASI, and 3Gbps signals.
The intuitive touch -screen interface on the
router's front panel allows quick and easy
access to a comprehensive range of status and
diagnostic information, and Snell's unique
Catse technology provides immediate
indication of router input and output status.

snellgroup.com
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FIBER LINK
MultiDyne HD -3400

Supports 19.4Mb/s, 270Mb/s, 1.5Gb/s and 3G
for 720p, 1080i and 1080p production with four
analog or two AES channels of audio over one sin-
gle -mode fiber; provides 24 -bit audio processing;
I/O handles analog or AES audio; HD -SDI path
supports embedded audio; receiver features dual
reclocked outputs, eliminating the need for an ex-
ternal HD D/A.

888-332-6779: wwwmultidyne_com

TRANSMITTER
Screen Service
Broadcasting
Technologies SDT
Ark 6 series
Can be used as a transmitter, a heterodyne trans-
poser, a regenerative transmitter and single -fre-
quency echo canceller; implements DVB-T/T2,
PAL, ATSC/MH, NTSC and ISDB-T modulations;
allows selection of transmission modes in vari-
ous ways: remotely, using a dry contact, via SNMP
commands, via TCP/IP using the Web graphic in-
terface, or even via a dedicated command inserted
into the transport stream.

888-522-0012: www crreenservice

UNIVERSAL FRAME
SYNC
AJA FS2

Universal frame sync and converter providing two
completely independent channels; each channel
supports virtually any input or output - analog
component or composite, 3G/HD/SD-SDI, Dual -

Link and HDMI I/O; each channel has its own still
store, keyer and video proc amp/color corrector;
provides dual -channel 10 -bit up/down/crosscon-
version between SD and HD formats, including
1080p50/60; converts 3G/HD/SD video over fiber
to and from SDI.

800-251-4224: www.aja.corn

FILE -BASED

WORKFLOW SYSTEM
AmberFin iCR Works
Includes ingest, transcoding, QC, versioning and
format conversion tools; features multiformat,
frame -accurate recording and playback with up to
16 channels of audio; also offers automated, real-
time creation of low -resolution proxies at ingest
and on demand, QC review at native resolution
and transcoding to virtually every major file for-
mat; annotation that include user -definable anno-
tation GUI, XML file publishing and the ability to
call scripts to pull or push information form an
existing database or MAM system.

+44 1256 317500: www.amberfin.cont

FIBER-OPTIC SIGNAL
TRANSPORT
Riedel
Communications
MediorNet

Fiber -based real-time signal transport system for
uncompressed multichannel HD/SD video, audio,
intercom and data; now available in new MADI
and RockNet MediorNet cards, as well as the soft
ware -based Framestore feature for U.S. markets;
combines signal transport, routing, signal process-
ing and conversion into one integrated real-time
network; includes signal routing, allowing users to
send any incoming signal to any output or even
to multiple outputs by just a mouse click or by a
router control system; each mainframe provides a
router for 32 x 32 720p/1080i signals, 160 x 160
SD -SDI signals, 27,000 x 27,000 AES signals or any
combination of these.

914-819-0495: www.riedeLnet

TAPE STORAGE
SYSTEM
Small Tree
Gra niteSTOR ST -Vault

First product in the line of GraniteSTOR Archive
tape storage systems; includes the latest LTO-5
tape technology capable of storing up to 3TB per
cartridge, all over Ethernet; achieves data transfer
rates up to 1TB/hour by matching the host system
to keep drives streaming while maintaining data
integrity to and from the ST -RAID array; offers
flexible configurations and a 6Gb SAS interface.

866-782-4622: www.small-tree.cont

WIRELESS CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR LENSES
Fujinon WL-325A

Includes a transmitter and a receiver; available for
all Fujinon Digi-Power 2-D and 3-D lenses; can
operate a lens smoothly and quickly from up to
300ft away; receiver automatically synchronizes to
the transmitter after plug-in; the control operates
the lens in the same way as if the operation were
wired, with the same speed and smooth motion;
runs on 2.4GHz frequency; does not experience
interference from other pairing devices.

973- 686 -2405: www.fujinott

TWO -STAGE

PNEUMATIC PEDESTAL
Shotoku TP200

Supports a wide range of camera configurations
and a payload of 1771bs; offers maximum stabil-
ity and operational flexibility; one-step foot brake
and single-action cable enables precise movements
and control for fast, easy positioning.

310-782-8491: www.shotoku tv

CHANNEL -IN -A -BOX
PLAYOUT SYTEMS
Snell
Turnkey channel -in -a -box playout systems are
based on Morpheus automation technology and
Integrated Content Engine (ICE); tailored to tele-
vision news, sports and multilanguage playout;
designed to enable regional media and broadcast
companies to bring new channels to air more
quickly and at a lower cost.

212-481-2416: www snellgroup cont
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MOBILE VIDEOTAPE
INGEST FLY PACK
Alteran Technologies
ViTaDi AutoPack
Updated four -channel Version 2.0 features revised
master control that organizes and monitors the
workflow process, multiclip capture mode, time
code break mode and onboard storage; supports
native file formats, including QuickTime, MXF
and OP -atom; works with customer -supplied
VTRs or with either automatic or semi -automatic
ViTaDi playback configurations.

818-998-9100
www.alterantechnologjes.coni

VIDEO MONITORING
AND LOGGING
Volicon Observer
Scout
Video network monitoring device that enables
broadcasters, networks, and cable and IPTV op-
erators to proactively perform quality checks at
AV service handoffs; intuitive Web -based interface
enables operators to detect issues before their cus-
tomers do; features include 24x7 local logging of
all AN content for up to three days, Web stream-
ing of live or historical content, and logging at up
to 30fps for frame level visibility; supports mul-
tiple users and streams per probe.

781-221-7400: www volicon.com

DIGITAL MEDIA
ENCODER
Fujitsu IP-9610
Scala le, flexible digital media processor and net-
working platform; optimized to meet growing
demand for 10 -bit 4:2:2 encoding and advanced
H.264/Advanced Video Coding (AVC) in sup-
port of all broadcasting formats, including 1080p
and stereoscopic 3-D television content;_features
advanced region -of -interest (ROI) video pro-
cessing; integrated with high-performance ap-
plication -specific integrated circuit (ASIC) tech-
nology, enabling users to customize their video
content acquisition, processing and distribution
applications.

800-626-4686: www_fujitsu_rom.

FIRMWARE UPDATE
Sennheiser
Stand-alone Network
Allows ew 300 G3, ew 500 G3 and 2000 Series
wireless systems to be networked and fully pro-
grammed without a computer; defines one receiver
as the master, which distributes the recommended
results of an easy setup frequency scan into all net-
worked receivers connected via standard Ethernet
cables and a switch; complete frequency coordina-
tions can be programmed on the fly without the
need for a computer running Wireless Systems
Manager software; available as a free download.

860-434-9190: www.sennheiserusa.corn

ADVERTISERS MARKED IN COLOR

SCAN CONVERTER
Ensemble Designs
BrightEye Mitto 1F
Brings YouTube, Skype, weather radar and viewer
e -mails to video for on -air use; Macs, PCs, iPhones
and iPads can all be used as video sources; features
SD, HD and 3G optical out; audio input accepts
either AES digital audio or analog audio; audio is
embedded into the SDI outputs.

530-478-1830: www.ensembledesigus.com

VIDEO SERVER
TECHNOLOGY
Florical Acuitas

Commodity -based hardware video server tech-
nology provides reliable and affordable HD play -
out, graphics, effects and frame -accurate switch-
ing within the box; allows users to build an entire
TV station for a quarter of the cost of traditional
hardware and no longer be restrained with an in-
frastructure at one location; wake up components
from anywhere with SMART Central technology
that allows control of all channels from any station
at anytime.

352-372-8326: wwwfloricaLcorn

RAID STORAGE
CONTROLLERS
ATTO Technology
FastStream
Provide 8Gb/s Fibre Channel or 6Gb/s SAS host
connectivity to multiple tiers of SAS/SATA disk
storage enclosures; allow for up to 30 streams of
HD video served out to multiple workstations;
prevent false drive failures, eliminating wasted
time replacing good drives; full stream counts are
maintained during a drive failure.

716-691-1999: wwwattotech.rom

LOUDNESS QUALITY
MONITOR
Linear Acoustic
LQ-1000
Supports the new ITU-R BS.1770-2 recommenda-
tion for measuring loudness; OLED display groups
critical loudness parameters, including three ad-
justable integrated loudness measures, loudness
history, current peak level, maximum peak level
and maximum loudness; adds as standard HD/SD-
SDI I/O and manual gain -apply scaling function.

717-735-3611: www.linearacougiccom

RIIIRIEDEL
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DIGITAL MIXING
CONSOLE
Studer Vista 9

Features the company's Vistonics TF touch -screen
interface that shows 10 channel strips, with rotary
encoders and switches mounted directly onto the
screen; during a live production, a FaderGlow fea-
ture lights up select faders on the console, in one
of eight assignable colors, to give operators a quick
and easy way to find desired channel groups; chan-
nel meters are able to show mono, right through
to 7.1 -channel signals, in the upper section of the
screen, while the lower portion can show bus as-
signment or, for surround channels, an image of
the surround composite.

818-895-3496: www_studerch

MEDIA WORKFLOW
Telestream Vantage
LCS
Otters Agility 2G users a bridge to Vantage, mak-
ing the capabilities of Vantage available within
an Agility 2G -controlled environment; allows
Agility 2G users to take advantage of Vantage trans-

coding, automated analysis and decision -making,
automated QC, and visual workflow design.

530-470-1300: wlviv.telestreanz.net

PORTABLE VIDEO
RECORDERS
Sound Devices
PIX 220/240
Connect to a camera over HDMI and record Ap-
ple ProRes 422 or optional Avid DNxHD Quick -

time files directly to CompactFlash or removable
2.5in solid-state hard drives; low -noise, high -
headroom, high -bandwidth inputs are mic/line-
switchable and include limiters, high-pass filters
and phantom power; feature 5in, 800 x 480 LCD
displays with side -panel rotary control and four
front -panel buttons from quick access to setup op-
tions; PIX 240 features HD -SDI input, simultane-
ous HD -SDI and HDMI outputs, as well as a time
code generator/reader with genlock output.

800-505-0625: www.sounddevicec.conz

TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER

Thinklogical
SDI Xtreme 3G+
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Designed for the transmission of 3G, HD and SD/
HD -SDI signals with or without embedded au-
dio and data; uses SFP duplex small -form -factor
pluggable modules; offers broadcast -quality coax-
to -fiber transmission from 3280ft up to 24mi via
single- or multimode fiber optics; features ad-
vanced, integrated reclocking circuitry and equal-
ized and redriven SDI loop through; transmitter
options include dual channel, which provides two
multiplexed (1.485Gb/s) signals transmitter and
received over a single fiber.

203-647-8725: www.thinklogical.coni

You ask...
We answer.
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Also available:
DV -201, 1x4 (3G/HD/SD) desktop, single or dual rackmount
DV -212, 1x12 (3G/HD/SD) rackmount
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Shipping Snce 2010

First, you asked for the
ES -207A (Analog Video)...

Now ESE responds to
your needs with the next
generation of low-cost
distribution amplifiers...
the DV -207 (3G/HD/SD SDI),
a 1x4 DA that provides cable
equalization, reclocking and
distribution.

Visit www.ese-web.com to
witness world -class timing
and distribution systems
designed for easy installation,
set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245
(310) 322-2136 www.ese-web.com
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FIBRE CHANNEL
STORAGE SYSTEM
Sonnet Fusion
RX1600Fibre

16 -drive RAID Fibre Channel storage system for
multiple users; 3U rackmount system can be con-
figured for 16TB, 32TB or 48TB; features a high-
performance internal RAID controller with a high-
speed, four -port 8Gb Fibre Channel interface that
enables multiple users to connect and access data
at the same time; delivers 30 streams of ProRes 422
HQ; maintains aggregate stream capacity for mul-
tiple simultaneous clients.

949-587- 3500: www.sonnettech_com

3-D PRODUCTION
SOFTWARE
Sony Creative
Software Z Depth 2.0
Provides editors with automated depth value cal-
culation of stereoscopic video; graphically displays
the offset value in the preview window during re-
cording and playback when preparing subtitles for
3-D Blu-ray Discs; provides additional support for
Digital Cinema 3-D production, enabling editing
professionals to create 3-D projects with advanced
precision; displays a new visual queue in the pre-
view window during recording of the disparity
value being applied to the subtitle or menu event.

608-203-2300
www con ycreativesoftware.com

AUDIO PROCESSORS
TC Electronic DB-4
MKII, DB-8 MKII

. -
tc electronk

New versions feature EBU R128- and ATSC A/85 -
compliant LM6 loudness meters, new SNMP func-
tions and one week of detailed logging, even with-
out connection to a computer; for the DB-4 MKII,
the LM6 meter is always available in addition to
its two multichannel audio processors; feature two
power supplies, double the fuses, double the mains
inlets and double the fans for redundancy; can run
presets from original DB-4 and DB-8 units; syn-
chronous 48kHz sampling and 48 -bit processing
throughout, in combination with massive jitter
rejection, ensures high audio resolution and per-
fect timing, even when long transmission lines are
used to feed a processor.

+45 8742 7000: www.tcelectronic.com

MASTER CONTROL
SWITCHER
Utah Scientific MC -4000

Integrated system for handling the most demanding
on -air operations in live, automated or automation -
assisted operating environments; offers built-in capa-
bilities to handle all of the most commonly required
on -air operations, including still and animated logo
presentations, audio and video clip playback, and
foolproof EAS message presentation; features new
internal squeeze and graphics capabilities.

801-575-8801: www.utahccientific.coni

High -Speed Recording in HD Format
Variable Frame Rate Camera: VFC-7000 Flash EYE

Continuous Innovation

FOR
im...-0, INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO

and ALIDIO TECHNOLOGY

Variable frame rate camera capable of high-sueeu recoruing in HD format

- Recording speed Higt,-Speed Shooting in HD full frane at 700 fps

Recording speed can to varied from 24 to 700 fps

- High -sensitivity CMOS color sensor

- Lens mount: F mount FL mount option will be availat let

- Electronic high-speed shutter. Up to 1/200.000 secord for recording fast subjects

without blur

Recording time Stand and 9.8 sec Maximum 39 2 sff.

- Recording method Endless recording with built-in memory saved video can be

linked to an external t.gger (start. center or end trigger style can be selec-edi

- Video output Equipper with 2 channels of HD -SDI ou put 1720p or 1080i

Simultaneous output d live and recorded video

- Genlock capability (BB or Tn-level sync)

- Camera head main bcdy and recording component al in one

integrated structure

- Also supports DC drive. making it optimal for

shooting outdoors and in other environmen,

with no power source

www.for-a.com
 Head Office (Japan)
 USA Western (CA)
 USA Eastern 8 Midwest (NJ)
 USA Southern (FL)
 Latin America 8 Canbbean (FL)
 Canada (Toronto)

Tel +81 (0)3-3446-3936
Tel: +1 714-894-3311
Tel: +1 201-944-1120
Tel: +1 305-931-1700
Tel: *1 305-931-1700
Tel: +1 416-977-0343

RIIIRIEDEL

your
infrastructure

ADVERTISERS MARKED IN COLOR www.riedel.net
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VIDEO MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
Vizrt Viz Media Engine
Features a simple user interface and redesigned ar-
chitecture with a rest -based API; provides a rich
feature set for recording tapes and feeds, rough -cut
editing for journalists and integration with third -

party craft editing environments; can be expanded
to multisite solutions; delivers transcoding to a va-
riety of formats at the same time; tight integration
enables users to repurpose existing TV graphics
and easily fit them to any handheld device.

+47 5560 7320: www.vizrt.cont

DIGITAL MIXING CARD
Yamaha Commercial
Audio Dugan-MY16
Designed for Yamaha digital mixers and processors;
enables control of live mics via real-time, voice -
activated Dugan Speech System as a plug-in card
for Yamaha mixers; provides up to 16 channels of
automatic mic mixing per card at 48kHz and will
run at 96kHz with eight channels; patched into
input channels using the consoles' setup screens;
channels can be partitioned into as many as three
independent automixers; internal Web server pro-
vides full virtual remote -control panel over a local
network.

714-522-9011: www.yamohaca.coni

AUDIO MONITOR
Wohler MADI-8
wire MY.

Enables broadcasters to implement the Multiple
Audio Digital Interface (MADI or AESIO) in their
production workflows; can be connected in se-
ries within a 64 -channel MADI stream to audibly
monitor up to eight channels; the 1RU monitor
features a 16 -character by two-line LCD display,
as well as both coax and optical MADI inputs and
outputs, mixed two -channel or mono analog out-
puts, channel presence indicators, and eight user -
nameable presets.

510-870-0810: wwwwohlettorn

FIBER NETWORK
Intelsat Video Fiber
Network
A network built for broadcasters to provide full
flexibility and options for both SD and HD trans-
mission; ideal for unidirectional, long -haul in-
tercity transport of sports, entertainment and
news events; 100 -percent fiber network uses latest
MPEG-2 compression encoding with data rates
ranging from 4Mb/s up to 80Mb/s; end -to -end
signal is always first generation.

202-944-7515: www.intelcat.coin

TRANSMITTER SERIES
Thomson Broadcast
Elite 100 GreenPower
Aimed at broadcasters rolling out an initial digital
deployment or extending coverage in combination
with high -power Elite transmitters; use of the lat-
est 50-V LDMOS transistor technology allows the
transmitter to deliver outstanding power density
and sharply reduced operational costs; available
from 350W to 2000W; supports all digital standards,
including DVB-T/H, DVB-T2, ISDB-Tb, ATSC,
ATSC-M/H and FLO in the UHF frequency band;
embedded Web server and SNMP agent enable full
control and operation from remote locations.

413-998-1100: www.thomson-hroadract.com

SERVER
Rushworks
StreamSource
Robust I U server class computer uses solid-state
hard drive technology; features a dual GigE inter-
face, allowing users to separate their local network-
ing and streaming domains for enhanced security
and quality of service; supports both Windows
Media and Flash file creation and management;
features virtually no moving parts, protecting
from traditional hard -drive failure and ensuring
uninterrupted reliability.

888-894-7874: www rushworkc

re ENDLESS VIDEO CONTENT OVER IP-

re

SEARCH OF THE PERFECT END -TO -END

NEWSGATNERING

St reamb

SOLUTION

Learn more at www.streambox.com or call +1.206.956.0544
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WAVEFORM MONITOR
AND RASTERIZER
Tektronix WFM5200/
WVR5200

WFM5200 waveform monitor and WVR5200
rasterizer can monitor up to four 3G -SDI signals
simultaneously; color gamut monitoring features
include Tektronix's Spearhead and Luma Qualified
Vector displays for color correction and grading
applications; feature closed captioning, subtitles,
AFD decode/display and full ANC data support
for quality -control applications; provide loudness
and true peaks measurements per ITU-R BS.1770-
1/1771, EBU R 128 and ATSC RP A/85 recommen-
dations, as well as multirate color bar and patho-
logical signal generation for basic installation and
maintenance applications.

800-833-9200: www.tektronix.corn

FIRMWARE UPDATE
Clear-Com Eclipse
Digital Matrix System
v5.2
Enhancements include the capability to show
graphical audio levels in real time; comes with a
preset factory configuration; finds matrices and
panels connected to the frame via IP; new IP-based
audio level monitor card, the LMC-64, enables the
Production Maestro Pro to use the Clear -Vu Au-
dio Metering; using two standard scaling options,
Nordic and VU, users can monitor and adjust au-
dio levels with the click of a mouse.

510-337-6600: www clearcont_cont

HD CAMERA
Sony HXC-D70
Features a 2/3in full HD Exmor 3 CMOS image
sensor for high picture quality and high sensitiv-
ity; has a focus assist function and a range of pa-
rameters to easily adjust picture quality; selectable
signal formats include: 1080i/59.94, 720p/59.94,
1080i/50 and 720p/50; has a variety of CCU in-
terfaces; includes four SDI outputs and an HDMI
monitor output.

201-930-1000: http://oro.sony_cotri

LED LIGHTS
Videssence See -Me
Lite

Produce soft, comfortable, nonglaring lighting for
personal image broadcasting via webcam; provide
vertical illumination to faces without blinding the
presenter; also provide a uniform spread of light
and minimize the contrast between the light from
the fixture and the computer screen; are supplied
with a plug-in Class 2 driver for universal volt-
age (100V to 240V) that plugs into a standard
AC outlet; each 4W LED fixture provides 3000K
color temperature using the Sylvania HF2 Narrow
Stick.

626-579-0943: www.videssence.tv

Re -Defining Media Archive Workflow
LTO-5 Video Archiving Recorder: LTR-100HS

 a 
ri  lo

el I.

Continuous Innovation

20I 0

FDI
INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

The LTR-100HS uses the latest generation of

Linear Tape Open (LTO) drive technology,

enabling a managed media migration path and

open file system for a simpified long-term
video archive system. With its massive 1.5TB

capacity :50 hours @ 50Mbps) the

LTR-100HS can be used for production

libraries, broadcast archives or

program distribution and

exchange.

www Jor-a.corn
 Head Office (Japan) Tel: +81 (0)3-3446-3936

 USA Western (CA) Tel: +1 714-894-3311
 USA Eastern 8 Midwest (NJ) Tel: +1 201-944-1120
 USA Southern (FL) Tel: +1 305-931-1700
 Lain Amenca 8 Canbbean (FL) Tel: +1 305-931-1700
 Canada (Toronto) Tel. +1 416-977-0343

RIIIRIEDEL

MediorNet
Compact

50G Real -Time Media Network

* t
'
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 Synchronized 50G real-time
network for 3G/HD/SD-SDI video,
audio, data & intercom at the
price of multiplexing point-to-
point fiber products

 Flexible signal routing incl. point -
to -multi point

 Integrated Frame Store
Synchronizer, Embedder/
De-Embedder, Test Pattern
Generator, On -Screen Display &
Timecode Insertion at every port

 Fully compatible with Artist,
RockNet and modular MediorNet
systems

ADVERTISERS MARKED IN COLOR www.riedel.net
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CLOUD -BASED VIDEO
CONTRIBUTION
SERVICE

Streambox Live Pro

Enhanced version of the Streambox Live gives
users the ability to take advantage of uncapped
bandwidth, full DI resolution and Advanced Au-
dio Coding (AAC); with emerging 4G cellular net-
works, the unit uses more available bandwidth on
cellular networks to send professional -quality vid-
eo; enables broadcasters to enhance breaking news
stories with ad -hoc broadcasting content supplied
by a variety of journalists, including video jour-
nalists and stringers.

206-956-0544: ivi%'Iv.streambox.corn

CAMERA TROLLEY
SYSTEM
Telemetrics TG3
Features a redesigned low -profile trolley and track,
which minimizes space requirements; constructed
of lightweight aluminum components and steel
rods for bearing contact; trolley is a fixed platform
with straight -track operation only; rigid design
provides increased stability and can be mounted
on the floor or ceiling; provides accurate pre-
set positioning and repeatable motion; available
with custom track lengths and cable management
systems.

201-848-9818: www.telemetricsinccom

AUDIO MIXER
Lawo mc2

Features the addition of loudness monitoring for
each channel following EBU R128 and ATSC A/85
specifications, and based on ITU1770; metering is
shown in the channel display and the GUI main
display; a permanent display of the integrated
measurements is provided within the GUI.

+49 7222 1002 0: www.lawo.de

FIBER-OPTIC SIGNAL
TRANSPORT
Riedel
Communications
MediorNet

49 9 9 9 *vial biaid
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Fiber -based real-time signal transport system for
uncompressed multichannel HD/SD video, audio,
intercom and data; now available in new MADI
and RockNet MediorNet cards, as well as the soft-
ware -based Framestore feature for U.S. markets;
combines signal transport, routing, signal process-
ing and conversion into one integrated real-time
network; includes signal routing, allowing users to
send any incoming signal to any output or even
to multiple outputs by just a mouse click or by a
router control system; each mainframe provides a
router for 32 x 32 720p/1080i signals, 160 x 160
SD -SDI signals, 27,000 x 27,000 AES signals or any
combination of these.

914-819-0495: www.riedel net
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SHARED -STORAGE
SYSTEM
EditShare XStream v6.5

Features improved project sharing for FCP com-
patibility, simplified media space management,
solid-state performance benchmarked at 2.6Gb/s,
10Gb bonding, support for Avid DS, the ability to
define user groups, optimized support for DPX,
full OS X and Windows 7 compatibility and a new
streamlined user interface.

617-782-0479; www.editshare.com

TECHNICAL FURNITURE
SYSTEM
TBC Consoles IntelliTrac
Front and rear device tracks allow unlimited lat-
eral positioning of critical monitors; rack bay tur-
rets may be easily upgraded or relocated, allowing
quick, user-friendly modifications; full range of
articulating arms for distance, height and tilt con-
trol may be used for mounting flat -panel moni-
tors, speakers, phones and task lighting.

631-293-4068: I4I4'14' tbcconsoles.com

AUDIO ROUTER
STAGETEC NEXUS
Functions as an audio network, a router and an
I/O matrix; offers audio format conversion, A/D
and D/A converter systems, audio processing, data
forwarding, routing interfaces, multichannel me-
tering, power amplifier control and intercom; op-
tical interconnections carry all audio and control
data in a digital format; graphical control software
application allows any input to be routed to the
desired outputs.

888-782-4391: www.usa stagetec. om

WEBSITE
AJA Video 7 800-251-4224 aja.com
Avid Technology 3 800 -949 -AVID avid.com/mmm/integrated news
Blackmagic Design 5 408-954-0500 blackmagic-design.com
Ensemble Designs 15 530-478-1830 ensembledesigns.com
ESE 22 310-322-2136 ese-web.com
Evertz Microsystems Ltd. IBC 877-995-3700 evertz.com
For -A Corporation of America 23, 25 714-894-3311 for-a.com
Linear Acoustic 9 717-735-3611 linearacoustic.com
Newtek Inc. 12-13 210-370-8000 newtek.com/be
PlayBox BC 404-424-9283 playbox.tv
Riedel Communications 21,23,25 818-241-4696 riedel.net
Screen Service America 17 +39 030 57831 screen.it
Snell Group 19 snellgroup.com
Solid State Logic IFC 212-315-1111 solidstatelogic.com/C10
Streambox 24 206-956-0544 streambox.com
Thinklogical 11 800-291-3211 thinklogical.com
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Media Content Management
Mediator: Comprehensive workflow and asset management solution
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mediator*content management

RECORDING

MEDIA MANAGEMENT

z / AUTOMATION

/ TAPE LIBRARY
-_/

WORKFLOW

/ ON DEMAND Er MOBILE

Evertz' award -winning Mediator offers broadcasters and service providers an end -to -end
workflow solution for the management and delrvery of content for today's multi -cast facility.

Mediator is designed to provide a reliable and efficient solution for the on -going

complexities of broadcasting content to multi-cients, multi -platforms, and

multi -languages. Mediator is a comprehensive workflow and asset management

solution for ingest, quality control, automated conten: analysis, broadcast playout,

on -demand preparation and delivery, editing, mu ti-track audio and caption

management.

US West Coast S ales

818.558.3910
LAsales,wevertzrom

New "ork Sales
neKyorksaleskoevertz.com

www.evertz.com 1.877.995.3700

Washington DC Sales
703.330.8600
dcsales .-.evertz.com

UK Sales South -East Eurc pe Sales

+44 118 935 0200 +385-1-2059-3:5
uksales@evertz.com SEeuropesalespevertz.com

e
Dubai Sales
011-971-50693-0204
middleeastsales ,et.ertz.com

Asia Pacific Sales
+852 2850-7989
astapacificsales4.,evertz.com
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From a Single Channel Playout Server
to a Multi Channel Turnkey Broadcast Centre
It's All in a PlayBox

 Single and Multi Channel Playout Automation with interactive CG and Graphics
 Traffic Management  Media Asset Management and Archive  Newsroom System
 Remote Redundant Playout  Ad Insertion and DPI  Time Shift
 IPTV and Internet TV Solutions
 Available in HD / SD and DVB (ASI/IP)

General Sales Contacts: sales.usa@playbox.tv  Website: www.playbox.tv

 PlayBox UK  44 1707 66 44 44  PlayBox Bulgaria +359 2 9703050  PlayBox Romania +4 031106 5115

 PlayBox Turkey +90 216 3379402  PlayBox Germany +49 22411691717  PlayBox Adria *381 113117286

 PlayBox Albania +355 44 80 45 52  PlayBox USA +1 404 424 9283  PlayBox Asia Pacific +6012 2880760

 PlayBox India +91 9811913333

BroadcastAsia21111

Join PlayBox on
Stand 4S2 - 06


